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From retailer led events and brand specific campaigns to sales promotions 
and experiential activity - both online and in-store; we’ll cover them all in 
our reports!

This edition covers a wide view, from grocery, through to high street with 
a little bit of Paris thrown in… see if you can guess which activation was 
from my visit to France.

July’s been an interesting month in retail. No sooner had the kids broken 
up for Summer than the obligatory Back to School campaigns kicked in. 
A month of celebration, with the Lionesses proving it actually can come 
home, and we rather reluctantly embraced the hottest day on record. 
Yes, bottled water sold out everywhere!
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Beauty-ful Secondary Siting!

ALDI had a variety of off shelf 
displays in store during July. 
A mix of brand owned and retail 
branded POS, all within the Health 
& Beauty space.



Cheers!

Similarly to ALDI, Lidl had a focus on Health & Beauty, with a 
sprinkling of Home in terms of off shelf feature.

A premium wine section created stand out in aisle, with clear 
product segmentation and a guide to selecting the perfect 
tipple for your occasion.



Navigating Summer!

ASDA did a good job of assisting 
shoppers navigating their stores in July.

From the Back to School power aisle, to 
highlighting Free From ranges; high 
level signage made the shopper 
experience easier.  

In addition, there was some interesting 
at shelf education comms around the 
different types of cooking oils available.



There ain’t no Party like a Morrisons Party!

Boasts Morrisons Party Shop - a destination area 
in store for all party and celebratory needs. 
Whilst Eid featured on a special gondola end.

Back to School took over the power aisle and 
there was an array of promotional and 
permanent branded displays across store.



Digital Delight!

A mixture in Tesco this month. As with the other major mults, Back to School 
took over the power aisle and featured on pallet displays but there was also 
lot of new and win mechanics at, and off fixture.

Most notable was the introduction of digital gondolas across ambient grocery 
and BWS categories along with an increase in fully branded activity both at shelf 
and off fixture, mirroring Sainsbury’s approach from the past few months.





Partners, Indeed!

A minimalist approach in Waitrose with their usual front of store take over in the same colour 
palette as previous months but the messaging adjusted to relate to Summer.

There was a clever use of brand partnerships on secondary siting.

Further comms and media in store were limited to just a few FSDU’s and a barker.



Brand Champions!

Sainsbury’s have continued the policy we’ve seen 
earlier this year of allowing brands far more stand 
out and opportunity than in previous years -
particularly at fixture.

It was surprising to see a Gondola End dedicated to 
Vaping at the end of the Health & Beauty aisle.

There were plenty of direct price comparisons with 
ALDI throughout store and it was a great to see 
sampling back on the agenda.







Cleaning UP!

Lots of fully branded secondary siting displays 
with a focus on cleaning were present in B&M.

An impactful, fully branded Old El Paso gondola 
end, segmented by price point achieved great 
stand out.



Blooming Marvellous Education!

Great use of education at fixture in 
Dobbies making product choice much 
easier for the shopper within key 
categories.

Strong branded areas in store from the likes 
of Miracle-Gro, Hozelock and Gardena.



Puppy Power!

Really interesting comms from Wainwright’s in 
the dog food category, bringing human food 
trends and language into the pet category by 
citing single source protein and superfoods.

Dreamies were also showing their support for 
Pride across off fixture media.



Championing Value!

Lots of fully branded secondary siting POS, 
with branded fins and header boards 
starting to make an appearance in 
Poundland stores.



Handy Home Hacks!

Wilko’s had a lot of useful hints and tips at 
fixture by category, to help shopper decision 
making.

As expected most in store comms linked to 
household chores.



It’s Coming Home!

M&S were on point with their England 
Football team support in July, making full 
use of their partnership.

Somewhat more surprising for M&S was the 
value messaging featuring consistently 
throughout store. Not something we are 
used to seeing from them, but 
demonstrating an understanding of the cost 
of living challenges all shoppers face.



Match Ready!

Consistent comms across a variety of media 
introducing a mix & match on-the-go drinks 
offer.

Unlike many other retailers where there was 
little or no focus on the Euros, Walkers had a 
branded hotspot focusing solely on EURO 2022.



Amazing POP UP’s and retail theatre, were 
spotted in Milton Keynes shopping mall. 

Clintons embraced East Asian POP Culture whilst 
Clarks window display appealed directly to a 
younger audience and coffee pods appeared in 
Curry’s for shopper’s convenience!



We hope you find the content of 
this report useful and would 
welcome any feedback. 

Alternatively, if you have any 
retailers, you would like included, 
please let us know.

With more than 30 year’s 
experience, Altavia HRG know 
how to create exciting new ways 
to connect with and convert 
shoppers.

For help or advice with your 
trickiest briefs, or if you have any 
questions please contact:

paul@altavia-hrg.com


